
PACKAGING 

• WRAPPING MACHINES FOR SUB-BUNDLES 

Machines to spiral-wrap - with paper, stretch film or plastic - single profiles, or bundles of 

profiles. Various models are available, from the simpler to the more advanced, 

highly productive ones, the ideal thing if they are going to be employed together with 

automatic loading and discharging devices to guarantee continual work flows. 

• WRAPPING MACHINES FOR BUNDLES 

To assure the bundle additional protection and make it more compact, but also to improve 

productivity, “Bulk” carries out wrapping of the bundles previously formed by the packing 

machine, or manually by the operators.  Wrapping of the whole bundle with stretch film 

substitutes its strapping with either polyethylene or steel strap.  

• TAPING MACHINES 

A machine for applying adhesive tape on two or more profile sides, to guarantee surface 

protection even during machining stages. 

• ENVELOPING MACHINES 

“Flow”, a packing machine for protecting profiles with heat-sealed nylon 

• ROBOT FOR APPLYING WOOD BATTENS 

Automatic device for applying wood battens over and under the bundle during the spiral 

wrapping stage of the final bundle. 

• STRAPPING MACHINES 

The packaging line can be integrated with strapping machines for binding the bundle with 

either steel or polyethylene strap. 

Various models are available, depending on the level of automation required and the 

customer’s specifications. 

• PACKAGING OPTIONS 

Various solutions are provided for every packaging process, by integrating various systems - 

e.g.: robots for automatic bundle forming, weighing systems, strapping machines - such as 

may improve productive plant performance and product quality right up to the end-

customer, thus optimizing ergonomic standards and security. 

• EXAMPLES OF AUTOMATIC PACKAGING LINES 

There is a big range of automatic packaging machines and integrated systems for aluminium 

profiles. Products offered spring from our customers’ requirements, whose cooperation is 

not a mere commercial rapport, implying as it does mutual trust and involvement over 

whatever may be their needs, their productive capacities and the solutions that the company 

proposes. Solutions are manifold, going from a “stand alone” machine to the most complex 

line apt to attain considerable production capacities. 

• CASE SEALING SYSTEMS 

Machines for applying adhesive tape on boxes. 


